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WING DESIGN . . . To Twist" or "Not To Twist By JOSEPH W. STICKLE Chief Engineer NASA Langley Research Center



Hampton, VA 23669



Ask airplane designers if they use twist in wing design and most will reply, "Yes." Ask them why . . . and they will say, "To provide wing tip stall protection and to minimize induced drag." Next, ask how much twist, and again most will reply, "3 to 5 degrees, perhaps as much as 7 degrees if the taper is near 50%." The rationale is perfectly logical and has stood the test of time as evidenced by the great number of twisted wings that have passed the stall certification tests. An inspection of a typical certified airplane, however, will reveal a conglomeration of stall strips, vortex generators, fences, slots, or other devices that were added during flight testing to 'tame the stall behavior." If one looks at airplane drag in its broadest terms, a portion called induced drag is associated with the production of useful lift, and all the rest, called parasite drag, is drag which wastes fuel. Adding twist to minimize induced drag on a typical general aviation airplane is as ineffective as adding wing sweep to make it perform like a jet transport. With cruise drag coefficients in the range of .02 to .04, only 10 to 20% will be induced drag and only a small fraction of that, if any, can be traced to wing twist effect. The designer who wants to achieve the most performance for a given power installation must work the drag problem. The priorities are obvious. No need to spend a lot of effort on induced drag (which for a given span decreases with increasing speed) while parasite drag (that increases with increasing speed) provides the big payoff. Therefore, in the preliminary design a few degrees of twist are added to make the span loading look elliptical on paper and the rest of the airplane's creation is spent fighting a seemingly losing battle with manufacturing and marketing over rivets, joints, air gaps, antennas, door and window sizes, double wide seating, and stand-up headroom for us 6 foot, 20 pound-plus occupants.
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LEADING EDGE MODIFICATION



Figure 1- Sketch of leading edge droop modification to PA-28 model
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Figure 2- Trend of aspect ratio effect on ang!e-of-attack for stall
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Figure 3 - Oil flow pattern for basic wing of 30 degrees angle-of-attack



The point of all of this is that we are not yet smart enough to design built-in "gentle airplane" stall behavior, and we don't really design wing twist for minimum drag; so why twist wings, especially straight wings, at all? Eliminating twist would surely simplify the layout and manufacturing process which may even result in a more symmetrical stall behavior. Furthermore, future span increases could be made from the tip region without adding to the twist which may be too great to start with. There is an alternative to wing twist for "tip stall protection." It has come out of research done at NASA's Langley Research Center on stall/spin resistance. The principle is not new and, in



fact, is often found in the grab-bag of fixes used to cure bad stall characteristics. It involves tailoring vortex flow which has the characteristic of increasing strength when the airplane slows down so that it provides help when it is most needed. The key to the NASA work is that it provides guidelines that could be transformed into engineering tools for the designer. It has been more than 10 years now since researchers at Langley began exploring segmented leading edge droops for spin resistance. Their work has led to a new certification criteria that has been added to the "normal" category of Part 23 airplanes called "spin resistant." These criteria are for airplanes that are clearly highly



resistant to loss of control which may precipitate a spin, but are not spin proof. The NASA team developed a leading edge droop concept that provides tip stall protection to angles of attack of 30 degrees or more. The unprotected wing would typically stall at 14 to 16 degrees. The leading edge droop developed for spin resistance is very powerful and may well be overkill if the objective is simply to tame the stall behavior. What is this leading edge droop, and how does it work? Physically, it is a small leading edge chord extension, usually 2-3%, beginning at the wing-tip and extending inboard for 2 chord lengths or less (see Figure 1). The lower surface of the airfoil nose shape is usually flattened to a nearly straight line with a rounded nose radius used to fair into the basic airfoil upper surface. This adds a small amount of chord and camber to the drooped section. By far the most important requirement is to terminate the inboard edge of the drooped section with a sharp break to the basic wing. A smooth fairing between the drooped section and the main wing was demonstrated to aggravate the stall departure behavior during the NASA tests. As to how the droop works, there are probably as many opinions as there are people you ask. The explanation I find plausible comes from a figure in Hoerner's "Fluid Dynamic Lift." In Chapter 27, Figure 2, curves of lift coefficient versus angle of attack are shown for wings of varying aspect ratio. The trend of these data clearly shows that as aspect ratio decreases, the angle of attack for maximum lift increases. The results are illustrated in Figure 2. The stall



angle of attack for an aspect ratio 6 to 8 wing, typical of most single engine general aviation wings, is 14 to 16 degrees, whereas an aspect ratio 2 wing will stall in the neighborhood of 25 degrees. An aspect ratio 1 wing will not generate a large lift coefficient but its stall angle exceeds 35 degrees. If one envisions the drooped section to operate like a low aspect ratio wing adjacent to a stalled higher aspect ratio wing, then the spin resistance concept begins to make sense. This may also indicate



the reason why a sharp break is needed between the basic and drooped sections as a strong vortex forms as angle



of attack is increased that combines



with the tip vortex to appear as a finite (and low aspect ratio) wing. For



maximum spin resistance, the droop section on each wing tip together with



Figure 4 - Oil flow pattern for 25% semispan droop at 30 degrees angle-of-attack 54 NOVEMBER 1991



the aileron must produce a lift force control sufficient to counter any asymmetric rolling moment from the stalled inboard sections. This control must exist to an angle of attack that exceeds the pitch authority of the elevator. Maintaining roll control well past the stall will minimize



the wing contribution toward generation of yawing moments that result in the undesired spin. NASA research has shown that for single-engine aircraft comprising today's general aviation fleet, the wing characteristics dominate the stall and spin-entry behavior. Therefore, for spin resistance, application of the droop concept is a very effective tool. For twin-engine aircraft, where power asymmetries dominate the stall behavior, droops will help but may not be sufficient to maintain roll control through the stall with one engine out. Now, if we back off from spin resistance to look at the droop concept as a tool to tailor stall behavior rather than as a device for overriding the roll asymmetries then the requirements are relaxed to a point of making the stall "soft" and easily recoverable. This is where, I believe, the droop concept competes very favorably with wing twist. The objective of both are to ensure that the inboard sections of the wing stall before the wing tips. Adding 5 degrees of linear twist will provide 5 degrees or less of wing tip stall margin or protection. Adding a droop that converts each tip to an aspect ratio 2 wing section provides over 15 degrees of tip protection. Reducing the aspect ratio to 1.0 reduces the lift force available at the tips, but increases the angle of attack for the droop section stall even farther. The value of this technology is that the designer can now tailor the softness of the stall and adjust for slight roll asymmetries during flight testing of the prototype. Adjusting twist during the flight test stage is rarely attempted and engineering usually resorts to adding stall strips and/or vortex generators to achieve a certificable stall. Stall strips have a negative impact in that they increase stall speed which is critical for some high performance airplanes. Droop tips slightly increase the maximum lift above that of the basic wing due to the camber and chord increase and, therefore, can lower the stall speed. Detail design data for tailoring stall characteristics are not available as yet, but there are both wind tunnel data and flight experience to draw upon for confidence that the concept works. During the mid-1970s Drs. Alien E. Winkelman and Jewel B. Barlow at the University of Maryland conducted a series of oil flow studies in the Glen L. Martin 7 x 1 0 foot tunnel comparing the stalled flow patterns of a small scale PA-28 model with and without droops. Figure 6 shows the basic wing oil flow pattern at 30 degrees angle of attack. Figures 4 and 5 show oil flows at the same angle of attack but with droops of 25 and 50% semi-span respectively. Comparison of these three figures clearly illustrate the tip stall protection
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Figure 5 - Oil flow pattern for 50% semispan droop at 30 degrees angle-of-attack



provided by either droop configuration. In 1976 NASA tested the droop concept on a full scale semi-span wing of a PA-28 in the 30 x 60 foot wind tunnel at Langley. Figure 3 shows the effect of increasing the span of the droop on the stall angle of the outboard half of the wing semi-span. The wing was physically separated at mid semi-span where the taper starts and a normal force load balance was installed between the inner and outer panels. The angle of attack



at which the maximum normal force (interpreted as stall angle) on the outer panel was measured is shown as a function of droop span. A 25% semispan increases the stall angle of the outer panel by approximately 4 degrees (from 18 to 22 degrees). Keep in mind that the measurement is determined from maximum normal force on the entire outer panel and is not an indication of stall of the droop section. Based on (Continued on Page 95)
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Figure 6- Effect of droop spanwise length on stall angle of the outer wing panel
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cracker", and the Air Force Academy's SGM 2-37A/TG-7A glider. Also during the 1991 Oshkosh Convention the Piaggio "Avanti" was observed with drooped tip sections which were reported to



WING DESIGN . . .



"To Twist" or "Not To Twist" (Continued from Page 55)



the illustration from Figure 2, the droop should not stall until almost 40 degrees since the aspect ratio of the drooped wing section is approximately 1. As the droop span is extended toward the midspan the stall angle increases to a maximum of approximately 33 degrees. At this point the droop covers most of the outer panel and, therefore, is indicative of the droop section stall. NASA conducted extensive flight tests of leading edge droops on 4 single engine airplanes while developing technology for spin resistance. Many sizes and shapes were flown and almost without exception the droops tended to improve the stall characteristics of each airplane. As a result, part of the new spin resistance certification criteria focuses on stall behavior. The drag penalties for the larger droop configurations were projected to be 1-3 knots based on wind tunnel measurements; however, the flight tests did not show a measurable cruise or top speed difference between droops "on" and "off" for the four airplanes tested. A few aircraft have successfully employed the droop device in production or kit designs, and in each case the device has been used to tame the stall behavior, not to meet the new spin resistance criteria. These include the VariEze, the Questair Venture, the Velocity, the Britton-Norman Turbo Fire-



have been added to improve the high



altitude stall characteristics. Those of us involved in developing spin resistance technology feel strongly that safety will be best enhanced through full compliance with the FAR 23.221 "spin resistant" criteria. However, for designers who don't elect to seek spin resistance, but are seeking good stall behavior, the discontinuous outboard leading edge droop concept offers an attractive alternative to the more traditional wing twist. For further reading about leading edge droops and their application for spin resistance, the following reports are recommended: (1) Newsome, William A., Jr.; Satran, Dale R.; Johnson, Joseph L, Jr., "Effect of Wing-Leading-Edge Modifications on a Full-Scale, Low-Wing, General Aviation Airplane," NASA TP-2011, June 1982. (2) Stough, H. P.; Jordan, F. L., Jr.; DiCarlo, D. J., "Leading-Edge Design for Improved Spin Resistance of Wings Incorporating Conventional and Advanced Airfoils," SAE Paper 851816,



About the Author Joseph W. Stickle is Chief Engineer at NASA's Langley Research Center in Hampton, VA. He came to NASA in 1959 after graduating from Wofford College in Spartanburg, SC with a degree in Physics. Growing up in the NASA organization as a flight test engineer, Joe was involved in many research activities dealing with operating problems of both transport and general aviation



airplanes. Through the decade of the



1970s he was the center focal point for research on general aviation and was responsible for managing programs on stall/spin and natural laminar flow. Before moving to the Director's staff in 1989, he served 9 years as Chief of the Low Speed Aerodynamics Division. Joe is an active instrument rated pilot.
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(3) Chambers, Joseph R. and Stough, Paul H., Ill; "Summary of NASA Stall/Spin Research for General Aviation Configurations," AIAA Paper No. 86-2579, September 1986.
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